
A long time ago there was a wizard, who was called Wizard Dragon-Bite, who had just left the 
Misty Mountains on his way to the Central City.  The Wizard was a very mysterious person with a 
long staff and a ring with dragon wings on it. 


It was dark when he reached the city.  The streets were unnervingly empty. He found an inn to 
stay for the night, and that night something very bad happened.    


There was a loud rumble, and a bang so loud some houses fell down.  The castle in Central City 
had blown up, only some parts were still standing.  The wizard raced up to the castle ruins and 
found a mysterious note.  It said:


                  ‘Wizard I know it is you, 

                      I have escaped.

                     From the Evil One’


In Central City was the Alpha Sapphire, a magical stone that was kept in the castle.  The magic of 
the sapphire was harnessed by the castle.  But the sapphire was not there. 


If the Evil One gets the Alpha Sapphire and the Omega Ruby, the other magic jewel, he could 
destroy all the dragons in the world! So, Wizard Dragon-Bite set off on a mission to the Forgotten 
Forest, he thought the Ruby might be there because in the forest is a tree called the Omega Tree. 
He went with his two companions, one a green fire dragon the other a  purple ice dragon.


The Forest looked dark from the outside but it was beautiful on the inside with a massive tree in 
the middle.  It was the Omega Tree because it had the Omega Ruby in the middle. At that very 
moment there was a loud rumble and all the birds, dragons and other creatures gathered around 
the tree.  Fruits , vegetables and nuts fell from the magic tree for the animals to eat.


The ground shook and out of the magic tree came the Omega Ruby.  A black blur shot past and 
there in front of the wizard was the Evil One. Wizard Dragon-Bite’s dragons started firing fire and 
ice in to the sky


“Now I have the Alpha Sapphire and the Omega Ruby. I will go to the Mysterious Mountain and 
unite the stones to create the Creators Hart Stone . HA HA HA HA!!!”the Evil One snarled.


The Creators Hart Stone is a powerful ancient relic created by the god-king who had ruled the 
land. The Creators Hart Stone was destroyed in a great battle between good and evil and that 
created the Alpha Sapphire and the Omega Ruby.


“I know it is you Wizard Frost Bite” said wizard Dragon-Bite. Wizard Dragon-Bite turned around 
and walked off leaving the Evil One and both stones in the forest. Wizard Frost Bite was the Evil 
One and once Wizard Dragon-Bites greatest friend and helped him on his many adventures  


Wizard Dragon-Bite walked for days and nights travelling to the Mysterious Mountain and at the 
top of the mountain were two symbols the Alpha and Omega symbols. Out of the wizard Dragon-
Bites pocket came the Omega Ruby the real omega ruby because Wizard Dragon-Bite had 
managed to switch the rubies before the evil one had appeared. He placed it in between the 
Alpha and Omega symbols where it destroyed all of the Magic that creates the Creators Hart 
Stone.


At that very moment the Evil One appeared and said,”You can’t to stop me now.” and he put the 
two stones in the places where they should go.


But nothing happened, then suddenly Wizard Dragon-Bite disappeared and is his place was a 
massive fire and ice dragon.The magnificent dragon lit up and it changed , its wings became fire 
and Ice. The dragons tail was a fire made of ice and the omega symbol was on its chest.  It 
burned and froze the Evil One, then sent him to an other world. The fire and ice dragon then 
changed back to Wizard Dragon-Bite who was now holding the Omega Ruby. . . .


THE END!


